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revolution

ity presidents request co-operatio
sludy paper prepared for the
Committee of Presidents of Uni·
versities of Ontario.

Th<.' 21-page report was released on Monday. The Co~mit
tce of Presidents met last week.
Dr. Ted Balke, U of W's de·

velopment vice-president, was a
member of the subcommittee
that prepared the report.
The report rejects the assumption that the "community of
scholars will perform its functions better if it is organized
along political lines."

U Presidents' Assn.
"We will have an opportunity
to sit with, and participate with
a voke. but no vote on matters
which peltain to us in university
affairs," he said. "We will have
a voice in fact in all matters
from now on, except in the field
of provincial budgeting which
does not concern us anyway."
Dr. Endress said that it was
very nece~sary for the uni verity to belong to this group in
order to keep informed with the
latest university affairs and to
become involved in joint planning with other universities on
a provincial level. He felt it was
a very necessary and significant
move.

"I approached the committee
informally to begin with," he
said, "Because I know a good
many people there. The1 suggested that I apply by letter as
there was a good chance that we
might get in despite their present constitution. I did so earlier
this year, and after several sessions and consultations with the
Department of University Affairs
it was decided to let WLU in
and RMC as well."
Dr. Endress or an officially appointed delegate will be able to
attend all future meetings, it was
announced .
"I have already attended one
meeting," Dr. Endress said.

Senate's censorship of
students · newspa r
It is clear from the regulations
that the power to police the stu·
dent press and all other student
activities is ultimately vested in
the SCAD committee, and its
most recent press release, which
come out of the recent Lance af.
fair, indicates SCAD's intention
to retain these powers, which it
says are ve~ted in it by the Uni·
versity Act.

1. Tony Blair, a lecturer in the
philosophy department, who testi·
fied to the CUP commission on
behalf of Lalor and Johnstone,
printed a full-page letter in the
Friday Lance attempting to clarify the issue. He said, in part: "It
must be strongly affirmed by all
who are committed to freedom
of the press and to democratic
rather than autocratic governing
proces~es in the university, that
there is no general right residing
in the Univt•r:;ity Administration
to control, directly or indirectly,
the editorial policy or practice of
the Lance."
While he did not deny the sen·
ate its legal jurisdiction under
the University Act, he said "no
one, apart from its managing
boards, the Student Board of
Publications and the Student Ad·
ministrative Council has any more
right to interfere with its per·
onnel or practices than they
have to interfl'l·e with the Windor Star or the Toronto Globe
and Mail."
He calls for a restriction of the
powers of SCAD regarding the
student press. reserving these exclusively to SAC, in its role of
representative of the students.
ntnir also castigated University
president J. Francis Leddy for
bowHJg to pressures from the
Wind-;or community in initiating
pro~ecdings a!.(ainst the editors.
Blair lnnted that Leddy feared
the university's development fund

would be seriously affected if the
Lance was not cleaned up.
Donations may drop

The university has a well developed campaign for fun&; in
the local community; over one
miltion dollars has been collected
(Continued on page 6)

The paper is not a declaration
of policy but rather "seeks to
place the matter of student in·
volvement in tl)e context of the
universities basic goals."
The report makes two basic assumptions, "that there is room
for improvement in university
government, and that the approach to improvement must be
through civilized d1scussion and
the exercise of rational judgment."
It rejects political pressure tactics based simply on the number
of supporters. "The only legitimate power within the community of scholars is the power of
the intellect."

Making the whole university a
democracy - based on the adversary principle - would yield
nothing more than a sham democracy, according to the report.
The report points out distinc·
tions between consulting and involving students in the .decision
making process. It advocates student participation on departmental and faculty committees, where
they have direct interests.
The report questions whether
student representation on tlie
board of governors would improve a university's primary fune·
tions. But student involvement
would lead to a better understanding of the monetary work·
ings of the university.
According to the study, the
functions of a university include
serving the needs of society, fa·
cilitating individual students' per·

sonal development, increasing industrial
productivity, training
members of the learned profes•
sions, improving physical condi·
tions of mankind and exploring
the fundamental values of con·
temporary human existence. But
the report states that the primary
purpose of the university is "the
preservation, transmission, and
increase of knowledge."

The committee then evaluated
objections from various source11
about student involvement at the
summit of university government:
Student leadership changes too
often. But some students admit
that their contribution will be
qualtitatively different.
Students don't have enough
time. The study quotes Dr. Robin
Harris of Queen's University that
it would take 10 hours a week even for a person familiar with
the university - to become a
competent university governor.
The study says, "It would not
advance the primary objectives
of the university to have either
junior or senior scholars deflected seriously from scholarship by
excessive work on administrative
bodies ."
Top-level decisions demand delicacy anod confidentiality. The
report agrees with a York Uni·
versity student brief that student participants are not only the
representatives of the students
but of the whole university, just
like any other rep.
"Openness as an absolute prin(Contintted on page 3)

Neat CarDival Events
FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
9:00 a.m. Judging of Queens
12:00 noon Luncheon for Queens
Skiing Afternoon at Chicopee Ski Club
1:00 p.m. Judging of Queens
2:00 p.m. Ski Team Demonstration at Chicopee
8:30 p.m. Miss Canadian University Queen Pageant
Master of Ceremonies - Jay Nelson
Entertainment - Four Just Men and Just One Woman, Ted Duff.
Miss Canadian University Queen 1968, crowned by Linda Jnkpen.
Miss Canadian University Queen 1967.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
9:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball Game-W.L.U. vs U. of Windsor-TA
Women's Basketball Game - W.L.U. vs U. of Windsor - TA
Skating - Behind East Hall
Car Gymkhana - Parking Lot behind Women's Residence
Outdoor Sports Activities Sponsored By Letterman's Club on Football
Field Behind East Hall.
1. One Legged Race (1 skate, 1 shoe)
2. W.L.U. Broomball Championship
3. Four Legged Race
4 . Olympic Skate (speed skating)
12:00 noon Cook-out
12:00 noon Demonstration by Sports Cars Unlimited. Parking Lot behind Women's
Residence
12:30 p .m. Judging Ice Sculptures
1:00 p .m. Lettermen's 3rd Annual Chariot Rare
2:15 p.m. Hockey Game - W.L.U. Hawks vs Laurentian University, Kitchener
Auditorium
8:30 p.m. Mardi-Gras Costume Ball
·
With - The Last Word
Ragged Edges
Royal City Six
Al Scott Trio
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Advanc
Proceclures will be similar f.o
last year, as follo\1 s:
of
materia'~:
Week of February 12

II) Distribution

1>) Programming

sessions and
discussions with students : At
the convenience of faculty
members and Tuesday, Feb.
27, 5 · 9 p.m. in Theatre-Auditorium (No IBM course card~
will be handed out this eyening)

e) Advance Registration:

ThmsT-A Friday, March 8, 10 a.m .•
T-A Friday, March 8, 10 a.m. •

or at1o
inations normally to be writttell
on the Good Frida~ date, were
scheduled for Saturday, April 6,
It has since been drawn to om•
attention that April 13 is als'l
the day of Passoyer.

3 p.m. in T-A.
Only students who haye their
proposed course outline ap)h'OVed by the Department where
they are taking their major will
be permitted to make course reservations by advance regislration.

Application of Spring
Graduation

All graduation materials mu6t
be prepared early for prospectm~
graduates. Students who plan to
graduate at the Spring Convo<'1·
tion must file an application at
the Registrar's Office no later
than February 1.

In order to resolve the diffi.
culties that arise, the Acadcmk
Standing Committee has decided
that all examinations originally
scheduled for Saturday, April 13
will now be written on Mond>\Y,
April 29. This will apply to all
students in the Winter and Extension Session.

Further details will 'be posted.
Change of Examinations on
Saturday, April 13

Examinations on this particular Saturday were scheduled
to be written between Good Friday and Easter Sunday. Exam-

Applications for October grad ·
uation should also be made 110'-V.
Academic Calendar for 1968-69

Dates for the Winter Session
that have been finalized are as

follows:

rWhy two years with Cuso may put you

five years ahead in your field.
For one thing, there's the kind
of experience you gain, working
in your own field overseas in a
developing country for two
years. The salary is low, but
almost invariably you get
broader, more varied
experience, and get it earlier
than you would in Canada.
You learn to handle
responsibility-and prove itin a job that lets you test your
knowledge, prove your theories,
experience the challenge of a
different culture.
And it is a challenge, working
through Canadian University
Service Overseas to help close
the knowledge gap that exists
between developed and
developing nations. Right now,
about 900 Canadians are
working for CUSO-a
non-profit, independent
organization-in 40 developing
countries around the world,
spreading their technical and
professional knowledge
wherever their particular skills
have been requested. But for
every request that's filled, so
many go unanswered-for lack
of people like you.
How about 1t? Would you like
to play a small but important
part in the nation-building
that's going on in Africa, Asia,
Latin America and the
Caribbean? If you have a
degree, a diploma or a certified
skill, you can contribute to their
progress-and your ownwith CUSO.

edit

(A·68)

Want to know more? Tell us what you can do.
We'll tell you where you are needed.

r Honours
appointed

I am interested in learning more about CUSO and the kind
of overseas work .available. My qualifications are as follows:
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ENTION THIEVES Fear for German democrac
Dr. George Haggar, politics
professor, said here Tuesday
night that the crucial problem
facing West Germany today is
that the democratic regime is so
frail that it is in danger of breaking up.

Judicial Committee is well aware of the innumber of petty thefts on our campus. Stuwho have returned to the coat racks in the
hall or outside the Torque Room to find their
textbooks and irreplaceable notes have
tolen, are well aware of the serious predicain which this loss places them.
~tu dent.<~ have underlined their texts, and
notes are the fruits of many lecture hours. To
e!lher at this time of year could easily mean
•he student will fail his course in a particular

Dr. Haggar was speaking in a
debate with the German consul to
Canada, Dr. Horn. The debate
was sponsored by the WLU German Club.
Haggar said "the Grand Coali·
tion can serve well as an expedi·
ent pause, but the real issue concerns how long Germans will
rely on it."

Judicial Committee is also aware that theftR
oecurring from the Bookstore and the Campus

Investigation of this situation is now undermi:;e you this: THE THIEVES WILL BE
T; and when they are summoned before
I will ask that the maximum penalty be

He admitted at the outset that
he was not an authority on the
German political system. To those
present, this was not apparent
and most agreed Dr. Haggar documented his thesis extensively.

: Protect yourselves! Keep your text::;
tes within sight at all times. Don't give the
the opportunity to steal your possessions.
anr one of the Student Bod'Y has any informahich may be helpful to our investigation, they
'. eave a letter in the Judicial Committee mailthe S.U.B., and we will deal with it immedi-

To consul Horn the extreme
rightist faction of Von Thadden
and his National Party of Deutschland poses the greatest threat
to the peace and stability of
West Germany. He believes it
can only be overcome by what
Horn described as an upsurg-

h your support we can put an end to the

on our campus.
KENNETH D. JONES,
Council Attorney

editor takes over Cord
pressed full confidence in Mr.
Burns. "Although he is new at
the campus newspaper game, we
are teaching him everything we
know, and we expect great things
fmm him in the coming year.
Some of the senior staffers will
be staying with him and all the
others will be giving him as much
help as possible for the next

sity's welfare and may indeed be
inim ica l to it."

are instrucof atta in·
•obiectives wh ich do not
individual univer•

But it reassures its readers with
"Student leaders by and large are
intelligent, independent and honorable, and it is difficult to believe that many of them could
be easily indoctrinated."
The report concludes: "The important thing-is to reach an honest understanding of the differing attitudes, and try, together,
with mutual respect, to improve
the university and its contribution to the society of which it is
a part. Working alone the stu.
dents might produce a revo lution.
Wo rki ng together the university
could effect a renaissance."

month or so," she said.
Bums, who is originally from
Brampton, is eager to take over
his new position. "Not only is it
a great personal challenge for
me, but it will give me a good
chance to run off at the mouth,"
he said.
Among his plans is a change
to a more lite1·ary slant for the
paper. "I want to get in more
pieces written by members of
the student body," he said. "I
think it's about time the paper
had a bit more of a literary
angle."
"The main problem around
here," he went on to say, "Is a
chronic shortage of staff. Most of
the senior editors are graduating
this year and we will have a
number of vacancies to fill in
the very near future. I will have
to train some people for some
very important positions in short
order, and I must appeal to the
student body for help in this respect. In retrospect, I need anyone who can do anything around
here."

EVELYN WOOD READINGDYNAMICS COURSE

ence of youth interest in demo·
cratic politics.
"Politics is definitely in the
minds of the young Germans"
the consul said. "The elder citiens of the Federal Republic of
West Germany have lived under
authorization regimes far too
long. They are conditioned to
avoid any decisions.

"Even worse, Von Thadden has
given us a bad name abroad. For
this and other reasons, Von
Thadden will never win over
the · youth," Horn said.

Perhaps the only way re-unification can take place is by a
mammoth coalition of Eastern
European countries on a national
scale. This would guarantee all
forms of government sharing in
the rule, the professors said.
It is essential that the U.S.
and Soviet Union pull out both
militarily and economically, the
professors concluded.

Haggar disagreed and retorted "the average age of Von
Thadden's NPD Party members
is 40. Further, the history of
mankind has been a history of
minorities, who have claimed to
speak for the majority."
Dr. Haggar pointed out that
it is indeed possible to suppress
Von Thadden's party and even
to get rid of him by manipulation. In such a case, a well-organized group like this, would
be forced to go underground,
Haggar said.

"It seems that Dr. Haggar fears
that the Social Democrats are
playing into Von Thadden's
hands," was the consul's only
reply.
As concerns the problem of
re-unification, between East and
West Germany, both professors
were in agreement. "It will not
take place as far as the Soviet's
are concerned without definite
conditions being guaranteed,"
Horn said.
Haggar took a broader view.
"The Soviet's have always been
suspicious of Germany and so
treaties not declarations are necessary."
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Housing cri.sis
must be faced
There are many issues for student activists and syndicalist n·ewspapers to fight for, but one of the most
desperate on this campus is the chronic lack of bird
housing on campus.
Innocent little wrens have been spotted twitting out
their very f • uls as they tried to make do with WLU
snowbanks, instead of adequate housing. Robins have
been forced to split the scene entirely because they
uwere not happy here with the present conditions" and
nary a single cedar waxwing has been spotted for weeks
now.
One chilly cardinal tried to force it's way into women's
residence in a vain attempt to warm its feathers and was
frostily asked to leave for "unprofessional behavior" or
~hat type of action unbefitting a cardin·al.
As one surveys the campus scene the tremendous
dearth of birdhouses is evident from every angle.
The time has come for action. Concerned students
unite and meet in the main foyer this Wednesday. This
birdhouse bag can't go on.

A fine old
tradition
It snowed, it snowed, it snowed.
The world is all white and as crisp as a candy apple
and everyone is laughing and having fun far away from
the drudgery of books and studying.
It's Winter Carnival again. And Carnival it is. Everyone is in such a whirl with all the events and activities
spinning in their heads.
The queens arrive as lovely as a painting by Lautrec.
And then they are whisked from Toronto up to chilly
Waterloo where everything is really happenin-g.
Then it's evening and at the Theatre-Auditorium you
and your special date have a Pepsi that turns you on
and the animal dance has begun.
The music pounds like a passage from Marat/Sade
and you let yourself go and you feel free and high and
wonderful and for just a moment, you reflect on how
neat the experiences are that you are offered at Waterloo Lutheran.
When you're having fun, the time goes by so quickly
and before you know it, the dance is over, and it's time
i:o take that girl back to the Mennonite home you found
for her to stay in for the weekend.
Next day, classes are gone like an old philosophy.
Night is here and the Four Preps are in concert. You
crowd into the jam-packed auditorium and you can see
the old graduates who have come back to capture again
the moment they knew to be as fulfilling as you now
find it.
After the concert, you go out with some friends for
some coffee and some pie or something.
Friday most of your professors in the magic spirit
have cancelled classes and so you sleep late and then
head for fun skiing at Chicopee. Snow bunnies abound
and it is just amazing how pretty they are. It's like
reading one book over and over again, like one hook
being a row of books, they are so nice.
As the sun goes down and the twilight takes a hold,
you head back all wreary from your fun.
Friday night is what WLU is known throughout the
country for the Miss Canadian University Snow
Queen Pageant. Jungle Jay Nelson is funny and Four
Just Men and Just One Woman sing the good old songs
for you. The Queens are all so bright and sparkling like
your grandfather's apple cider.
On the weekend, it's just so hard to keep your feet
on the ground. You rush from the Gymkhana to the
winter sports and then huddle around for the noon cookout in the spacious guadrangle.
Then you take a moment of quiet meditation to walk
about and look at the students' craftsmanship and all
the wonderful sculptures of snow.
Then it's to the hockey game and then to dinner and
then you scurry back to your room to change into your
costume for the Mardi Gras ball.
It is the climax of the weekend as you dance and
wonder who your friends are behind their wonderful
costumes.
A long party into the small hours of the morning
makes your head spin with excitement.
You roll into bed and turn out the lights, and as you
lie there in the dark, you remember and are glad for
the fun ~nd the fine old tradition of Winter Carnival.
Then you ftlll fast asleep and it is all over for another
year.

Council action
confusing

ed incident which is completely
· finished? Will the CAUT make
a poll of the students and so
suffer from the possible bias?
Will the facts be altered? Would
the CAUT be less concerned with
answering the question of academic freedom? The answer to Council had
all is obviously · negative. The
reason for opposing the Cord
plan was thus based on some very
fuzzy thinking.
The result of Students' Council action has from almost any
consideration been unfortunate.
More than ever, people are now
confused on the issue. And
worse, many have now conclud- group?
ed they need not be concerned;
But hold on a
one way or the other CAUT will What are we
get them off the hook, they assume. Others are now very suspicious that the matter doesn't
need a show of concern. And the
public has turned the page. Apparently the responsibility of intellectuals is to let others speak
the truth and expose lies. Apas irrational
parently the students should not
demonstrate their concern for being left unable to find the truth
and for being insulted with totally inadequate statements from
the administration.
This leaves two conclusions to
be drawn. By its rash actions,
the Students' Council failed to
carry out the responsibility of
intellectuals. By its apparent unconcern for the possible misuse ourselves? If ll'e
of its own weighty authority it don't carry out thl
has done a disservice to those
financial dealings;
and especially the Cord suddenly decide ~
who were seeking to fulfill their
right to retain tor
obligations.
Students' Council should be faculty? Our tuition
ashamed of itself.
ROBERT BOYCE

On Friday, January 12, the
Cord Weekly called for an enquiry and a one-day boycott to
be held this Wednesday past.
The purpose of lhe enquiry was
to gain information on the dismissal of two university lecturers, and the boycott was to emphasize the seriousness of concern among the students for the
fundamental issue of academic
freedom, which may have been
controverted.
Students Council enthu~iastic
ally added its support of the enquiry and the boycott. But by
Monday night the Council as
noisily repudiated its endorsement and the results have been
most unfortunate.
First, because the Council added its authority to the plan, it
in effect absorbed the legitimacy of the boycott and enquiry
and thus by withdrawing the endorsement in its rather noisy way
- a secret meeting followed by
a pre-announced public meeting
which created a suspenseful situation - it seemed to destroy the
legitimacy of the plan. Students
understandably forgot that it
was a Cord plan and so by and
large assumed it was ended. Thus
the conscientious efforts of the
Cord were nearly ruined. That
so many interested people came
to the Enquiry is really quite
surprising.
..
But there is so much more
to this matter, one wonders if
the Students' Council didn't act
even more rashly this past Monday than at its earlier session.
Secret meetings always tend to
Council is
leave the excluded with a sense
rational
of ignorance. That is, the quesber those of us
tion ' what really happened?' rethe strength of
mains. In this case, the decision
Salutations to Student Council!
to drop the enquiry leaves the
What a pleasant surprise to
students wondering if something
note a rational element in the
any. I have a fun
transpired at the meeting which
student body. Until now I had
if either of the e
made those present less concernbeen under the impression that were competent
ed with the whole issue.
if one didn't demonstrate and
istering their
The published decisions of the
attempt reform, one was auto- would mention
meeting stated that academic matically
branded
'apathetic.' haven't been
freedom may still have been de(The key new word of the year their accounts
nied but nevertheless the result
on WLU's campus.)
bet your boots
of the action has been to sugNow that the initial fervor
us meddling
gest that facts yet to be made over the Haggar-Taylor issue has
Let's consider
public will clear the matter up
passed, and before it is forgotten
portionate to our
without any need for concern · by all but a few stalwarts, let's
the institution on the students' part. And of
reconsider the situation.
and financially :
course the audience outside the
I would suggest that, prior to
ring to alumm
university, not reading, or hav· this present issue, and with the
Do Haggar a~
ing access to the fine print of exception of those who have
this
support• \1
the announcements, will assume
read some of the campus literacademic freedom
the matter has been resolved to
ature, a great number of the
What are our
the satisfaction of those 'in the
students had no knowledge of
lative to our ·stu
know.'
the involved persons other· than
we have the ri
The pressure of public opinheresay. To many, Dr. Haggar
dictate to the ad:
ion for an answer to the main could very well have been the
Let's face .
question has thus been neatly
local dentist, the school physiperfect and ace
removed from the scene - and cian, or the friendly neighborit may be that an interested pub- hood psychiatrist. Nonetheless,
lic will be absolutely essential
if the CAUT skirts the main
question and deals only with legal technicalities.
But how much harder it would
be to reawaken public concern
for a second time over the same
ISSUe.
The Cord Weekly is published once a week 1
What about the reasons for
Publications Waterloo Lutheran University, Water!
the Council decision? The lone
thorized as ~cond class mail by the Post Office
excuse was that a meeting not
and for the payment of postage in cash. Editor
attended by all parties involved
independent of the University, Student Council and
would "necessarily then prejuPublications.
dice the CAUT investigation,"
Office: Student Union Bldg.
which will, by itself, solve the
problems. This sounds very pat;
Member of Canadian
it seems like the responsible reeditor-in-chief: Linda McKenzie
consideration it was · meant to
be. But stop and ask, how on
managing editor: Jamie Brown
earth can an open meeting and
news editor: Barry Betts
boycott possibly alter the results of a study made by a group
independent and distant from
publications chairman: Mike McElhone
this campus on a well-documentadvertising manager: Jim Reid
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Enquiry a joke

To the Editor:
The ··enquiry" that you held
today was a joke. a fraud, and a
mockery of responsible student
action. It was not an enquiry il was simply a platform for a
desperate man to make an extremely emotional public exhibition, and attempt to gain -a 'trial
h~· press.''
You, Dr. Haggar. Mr. Taylol',
et al. have badly confu~ e d five
Yery separate item s:
1. The principle o£ Academic
Freedom:
2. Academic Freedom as defined by the Administration of
this University in its contracts
with the members of the faculty;
3. The p e r s o n a 1 it y o( Dr.
George Haggar:
4. The personality of .Mr, Gray
Taylor, and.
5. The m anner in which Dr.
Haggar and Mr. Taylor were dis·
missed.
There is. it must be admitted.
a link between 1 and 2, and if
your meeting had been an en·
9,uiry into Academic Ft·eedom, 1.
should have. been discussed thoroughly, and then should have
been related to a ll of 2. (which
Dr. Haggar admits that he did
not read. and which should have
been read to give the full pic·
ture).
Further, there is a link be·
tween 2 and 3 and 2 and 4, because the actions of Dr. Haggar
and Mr. Taylor are contractually
(legally) related to the Admini·
stration's policy on Academic
Freedom. There is . however, a
weak link between 1 and 3 and
4.

Finally. there is no relation
whatsoever between 1 and 5, and
the manner in which Dr. Haggar
and Mr. Taylor were dismissed
should never have been men·
tioned at the •·enquiry.''
Miss McKenzie, you have made
a grave error in misrepresenting
this whole matter in the way that
you have . It is no wonder that
the Students' Council withdrew
its support from this ridiculous
"enquiry" and boycott.
A concerned, senior.
"LIBERAL ARTS" STUDENT.

Ditchdigger
digs schoo l

To the Editor:
It is with a great deal (){
amusement that I have been
watching the anlics of the stu·
dent body dltring the past few
weeks. So the issue is one of intellectual responsibility and intellectual .freedom, eh?
Pardon me, but how many students in Waterloo Lutheran Uni·
versity know the true meaning
of t he word "responsi-bility?" No
doubt there will be a scramble
to the Webste1· and Oxford Die·
tionaries but to date I have mel
very few students who have the
slightest conception of what true
responsibility is.
Perhaps I am biasged as 1
learned that there was more to
life by digging ditches and
\1-orking on assembly lines before
this fine university accepted me.
Student boycotts only cheat the
few students who do want to
learn. I am sure that manv or
the pseudo-intellectuals of · the
Torque Room would quickly
learn responsibility if their al-
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towance from home was cut off.
They might even have to earn
their own education.
As for intellectual .freedom,
we are absolutely unlimited in
our choice of education . Let us
go a little farther in kno11 ledge
than sixteen cour1;cs to a BA.
Our libraries, our theatres, our
''ast conn try itself . our di r ersc
peoples are storehouses of a
wealth of learning. If \1-c want
to learn. who the hell is going
to slop us? The student body in·
lerested only in the pcrsuit of
knowledge for the sake of earn·
ing another credit and another
dollar'? We already have intcl·
le<:tual freedom.
R. S. GRANT
Arts UI

Students are
irresponsible
To the Editor:
It becomes more and more apparent to me as incidents acc!tlll·
ulate .' that Unh·ersity student:;
take a certain pleasure in setting
themselves up as being above
authority. They seem to delignt
in making the American "Anli·
hero image'' some sort of cate·
gorical imperative in which they
can bath.
The present trend that one
man or woman because of some
power, (in the case of Clint Eastwood or Lee Marvin - it is a
gun. In the case o£ the student
-it is education, knowledge) the
young intellectual (what ever
that means) can put .himself on
a pedestal and dictate terms to
the world. and il must bow down
Of die at the hands of the mob
that he leads. What gives him
the right to disrupt society, to
cause chaos, to destroy - wi~h
out constructing the estah·
lished working order? What
will be the result of all this
chaos ? Assuming that it works
and one has ousted the establish
ment, what then? Just a restah·
lishment of the institution, or
society of authority in othcl'
words we are right back to
where we were, only we've gone
through a Dark Age to get there.
But that is only a very rarr
case. The usual conclusion "'ill
be this: to quote the Chevrotl
(Fri. Jan. 19, page 1l "After lis·
tening to speakers for two hours.
the dissatisfied crowd dispersed
knowing lillie more than they
h ad before the demonstration.''
But there is another conclusion
- a lecturer will probably ncrer
get another lectureship - ·whu
would touch him? The remaining proiessors have all been em·
barrassed. to quote one. "How
can we hold our heads up wh£,n
our dirty linen has been viewed
for the nation."
That is one incident and I
have one more to ghe evidenre
or this "above authority attituf]('
or student." I work at a local
hotel that has a rather fine name
for its banquet facilities. On
three occasions. two on nights
I was there and a third when l
wasn't, they catered to grou;B
from Lutheran. West Hall had ils
stag before Christmas. They ripped down all the Christmas decorations as a thank you . South
Hall had their stag last Wednes·
day evening they either took: or
ripped up directional signs and
reversed or took the washroom
igns . Consequently the manager
closed their bat• down. I'm not
myself above pulling pr~mk
stunts like that but what did a•'t·
noy me was that no fewer than
three students came to the main
bat· and demanded in as loud a
voice and using the "preltiC'~l ''
of the four letter words why
they couldn't he served. Tl'e

main bar is located inside the
ladies and escort beverage ar<'a
and being about 10:00 p.m. w;~s
filled. In addition five negro
chaps started a cry of racial pl'e·
judice and threatened to retul'n
the next evening and if thry
didn't get served then. they
would make a noise about it. 1
\YOuld iike to add that all li:;enced establishments, for that mal..
ter of fact any place selling a
service (the back of theatre tic
kets proves this) resen·e the
right to disallow any person tliey
don't want. This is their pl'ivi ·
lege. The same as it is the
privilege of any employer to lire
anyone he can't get along with
and he shouldn't hal'e to go on
nation wide TV to \'arify his
reasons, anymore than a barlen.
der 'should have to stand there
and argue with a ranting, Jrm
swinging. boUle feeding baby.
It;: amusing that twice on the!
same day - Wed. Jan. 17, I wit·
nessed this slmiliar incident. that
proved a statement made to me
by a professor. "not academically
mature enough to meet the
specification put forth by this
institution:•
To South hall. to West hall, ta

last week's Cord , to the chaps
who turned the car over in lhe
parking lot last year, to the ones
that steal library books from the
library and food from The Toe.
que room. to yandals who destroy properly on the way home
from the Waterloo, to the onrs
who steal traffic signs, break
windows. shoot street lights out
with pellet guns. te all of us
who continually from week to
week disgrace not only this Uni ·
versity but the whole concept of
higher education. - Thank you.
Boots Orme
Polysci. 11

The Zoo

THE ZOO
If you will give us your
name we will print your
letter with a pseudonym.
We cann ot a ccept anon·
ymous le tters,

osition Open
Student Representative on
Academic Affairs Council
Applications are now being accepted for the
position of student representath·e on the Academic
Affairs CounciL* Applications should be left in
the CEO mailbox in the SUB and should include
the candidate's name, local addresR, phone number,
year and major courRe of ;:;tudy.
The deadline for applications b Feb. 2, 1968.

* ~ote: The council is chaired by the Vice-President Academic
Affairs and its major function will be one of long range planning Ior academic affairi al WLU.

KIERSI
• Head Ski Shop
• Rental$ (wood a nd metal )
• Ski Slacks
• Ski Sweaters
• Tyrol Ski Boots
• All The Accessories

Now is the time t o join your pals !or
the winter carnival and skiing· - Rent
your equipment from :

College Sports (Kitchener) LTD.
38 QUEEN ST. SOUTH

KITCHENER 743-2638
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ET EVE
Chief Shining Skunk shocked
the swivel-chair racing world
Tuesday night when he scored
an impressive red man upset and
snatched a Watunga victory in
the second annual SUB Grand
Prix.

onto the
provided
Merlanus
moments.

For the Watungas, that motley
Indian tribe presently bidding
to reclaim Lutheran Mission
School land they say is rightfully theirs, the taste of success
was sweet. As another Watunga
entrant, Chief Brown-Nose, put
it, "Shining Skunk come up
smelling like· a rose."
Defending the Grand Prix trophy, won last year by the CORD
photo department's Flying Joe
Pekar, was that smug and seasoned hot-seat artist, Jack Le Brabham.
Shining Skunk, labelled the
sLeper in this year's Grand Prix,
was interviewed earlier in the
week. The CORD reporter harked back to just one year ago
when Shining Skunk (alias Heimrath Betts) fimshed a miserable
last.

r,> mdecd from
htt·h sa\r the
hantl1ly defeat
and Stirling
r llrcd from the

one o!
jobs.

Asked where he hoped to gain
fan support this year, a proud
and indignant Shining Skunk replied ''legend say, support still
be in air."

Innocent victim of Coke slick, Brown-Nose wipes out.
Gruelling runs take heavy tolls.

right, there is a serious question
whether the University is worth
endowing."

Question senate ..
(C6ntinued from page 1)

to date from workers in the
Windsor area, taken off paychl'ques as a direct donation to
the development fund. Ed Mooney, a past leader of a local labor
union and now chairman of the
fund, said local donations are
ba,·ked up by the Ontario government on a ratio of 7 to 1. "If we
lose a $2,000 donation, we are
actually losing $16,000," he said.
Blair said President Leddy
stood up for outside pressures on
an issue that required that he
defend the university from the
public.
"More important than any endowment is the principle of editorial freedom," Blair said, adding "If endowment is received
only at the cost of the university's undermining some basic

Lance Vulgarity

The obscenity issue does not
"revolve solely around Farber's
"The Student as Nigger" story.
The Lance has tip-toed along the
vulgarity line ever since John
Lalor joined the staff in November of 1966. He resigned in late
January, 1967, after coming under heavy criticism from Dr.
Leddy and the SAC president,
and returned this year as co-editor along with Marian Johnston,
20, a geography major.
Lalor justifies printing these
objectionable expressions, saying
''I don't deny anyone his mode
of expression." The argument is
that if the· man chooses to make
a relevant, serious statement, his
choice of language should be his
affair.

@
Holiday Magic
INFORMATIVE COSMETICS

IS HERE!
QUEEN CANDIDATES
received complimentary facials from- trained cosmeticians!

This informative service is now available
to you.
Contact: 578-3025

•

GERRY'S SHELL SERVICE
100 King St. N.
Waterloo, Ontario
Phone 742-1351
Licensed ·Mechanic

As Lalor testified to the CUP
investigation commission:
''If
someone says 'go defecate in your
hat' it loses considerable impact." He also argued that he had
in fact deleted deveral four-letter
words from Lance copy, when
he felt their use did not add to
the effectiveness of the copy, and
removing them would not detract
from it.
Clerical influence

One of the main issues involved must be the character of the
University of Windsor itself. Lalor caJls it a "Christ" university,
a term developed at the recent
CUP national conference in British Columbia to denote those university administrations that take
a dim view of even the mildest
forms of vulgarity because of
their puritan religious background.
Until 1963 the University of
Windsor was Assumption University, operated by the Basilian fathers. At present, there are about
25 Basilians on the teaching staff
of 400, and two Basilian deans.
But the heritage is still strong,
probably best reflected by the
code of student conduct under
which SCAD operates.
The clerical influence still
hangs over the students here.
Many senior students I have talked with have said despite the
1,000-signature petition (representing one third of the undergraduates) calling for a student
strike, only about 10 or 20 per
cent would actually boycott classes if a strike were called.
One student, apparently speaking for a large sector of campus
opinion, said "I can pick them
out- the ten per cent who demonstrate against everything."
Bill Dodd (business school),
told me the crucifixes were taken
down from classroom walls only
last year. He said five years ago

Tuesday night told a much dif·
ferent story, however, and today

Assumption was "a very catholic
university," and you "can't ex}>( ct to change all that in fi\ e
years."
While most of the faculty is
now made up of lay people, he
said the Basilians who are left
are in important positions - department heads and some administrators.
Controversy this year does not
stem only from the Lance. At
about the same time SCAD met
in December to discuss The Student as Nigger, the Lance carried a story alleging an administration official had instructed a
local printer to remove all reference to the University of Windsor - including the school crest
- from Generation, the students'
literary magazine.
The objection was to language
in two poems and a short story.
But the issue was resolved Generation appeared on campus
shortly thereafter, with the
school name and crest appearing
on the title page.
During the summer students,
including Kevin Park, organized
Info '67, a program informing
U.S. citizens of their rights regarding emigration to Canada.
Their message was directed to
prospective American students
who wished to avoid the draft.
The SAC objected to the group
using Windsor University as their
return address in ads run in U.S.
college papers, because the constitution granted the group by
SAC specifically forbade them
using the name SAC or the University of Windsor in connection
with their activities.
Paradox

The University of Windsor is
a paradox. In many areas it is
progressive and sophisticated:
The faculty seems ready now to
act in matters not directly con-

going
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A press release issued Wednesday night contained word that
police had picked up a vacantlooking individual who was sipping from a Coke bottle and
answered to the name Joe Pekar.
Following the race, a noticeably perturbed and angry Jack
Le Brabham protested loudly
over what he labelled. a BrownNose inspired foul . The Watunga
court of appeal, hastily assembled to deal with the protest, was
quick in declaring it unjustified.
As Chief Brown-Nose blurted
in broken English, "if Le r.rabham get tough with Watunga,
Watunga get tough with Le
Brabham."
In true champion form the Watunga racing team threw a
Birch Room pow-pow and word
received today revealed that Le
Brabham himself has gained entry into that coveted sphere of
Watunga chiefs.
But for the Watunga racing
team, the victory was a fitting
climax to a hard-fought two year
climb.
As for the photo department,
'69 will have to be a rebuilding year. The New Chief, Pink
Cloud, summed up the photo department's sentiments when he
said "if you can't beat 'em, join
'em."

swivel-chair raciP g scene shortly afterwards.
Chief Brown-Nose fared not
nearly as well as his team partner. He had thought that by
modifying his seat and by stripping it down to make a lightweight machine, his chances for
victory would be greatly enchanced.
Unhappily for Brown-Nose, he
became the first Watunga ever
to flip his chair pounding down
the back straight. Skilled driver
that he is, Brown-Nose went unhurt, however, and was able to
walk away from his machine.
Later in the pits, the aging
chief was heard grumbling about
a nasty little C{)ke slick which
he insisted was the sole cause
of his wipe-out.
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sets blistering pace
stunning victory.

Le Brabham donning light-weight racing attire.
VI ell, we can't a ll be pompous.
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the going gets tough, the tough gets going." (The Watungas)
.·

W a tung a team poses for press.
Brown-Nose (left). Colour him ecstatic he came in last.
Shining Skunk (right). Victory can't go to his head. He hasn't
got one.
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by Phil AHkins and
Sue Robinson

Have you?

Bob Barrowolough

linda Wood

Geography II

General Arts I

History II

Hme I Don·t ask me. ask
her.

1:ot to my knowledge. but ..

Shunning the label
the pro\·crbial good
by all. I bottled
in my books tlm~
my purity within a
cloistered existenee
ever, I do feel
should own one
pecially worn wilh
shirts and ki pole

Lloyd Tataryn

Jerry Wowk
Economics II

William 0. Neufeld

History & Phil. lU

Four score and seven :em·.:;
ago our forefathers did.
Through the passage of tim"
our fathers did. And in lhc
very ncar future. I sincerely
hope to.

1\Iay I!

Roger C;utle

Bob Sillers

Arts I

Psychology III

Definitely!
again.

And

l"d do

it

If you would have asked me

last
·no.
Ifs
it's
be.

Students ... Save 1Oo/o on any purchase
Free Lifetime Insurance on all Diamonds

John Hewitt
Arts III

week I would have said
BuL on Saturday I did.
really easy to have but
not what it's cut oul to

Yes, once when
months old.

Br ss ubbin s displa
The Library is presently displaying a collection of Brass rubbings by Dr. Donald Morgenson
of the psychology department
and l\Iiss Allen of the English
department.
A monumental brass is a figure. inscription. shield or other
device engrayed in plate brass.
placed, generally over the gra\ e
of an important individual. as a
memorial.
A brass rubbing is a reproduction of one of these memorials
made by rubbing heelball. a com.
pound of beeswax tallow and
lamp black over a piece of heavy
paper affixed to the plaque. Pro-

perly applied. this produces an
even. black and long.)asting relief of the memorial.
The richest sources of brasses
are rural parish churches in England. l\Iany lie in their original
positions on the floor of the
church. on top of table tombs.
or placed at the back of canopied
monuments. Often the church
fittings. such as an altar. or the
carpeting, hide the memorials.
and often they are placed quite
high up on walls following restoration of the church.
The brasses form a valuable
commentary on the history. manners and customs of the English.

and continue
French wars. the
the wars of the
formation and the
Among lhc
arc royalty,
clerics ,and
objects as t:~.:c:!csi~slitll1
and shrouded

ENJOY THE CONGE. ' IAL AT:\IOSPHERE
OF THE

ACROSS FROl\1 WATERLOO SQUARE
742-6548

offering a STUDENT MEAL CARD
$10.75 worth of meals for only $10.

•

Your host, Chris, and hostess, Anne, would like to meet you.

_
Model TR 114200- $200.
from the "Diamond Treasure" CollectiOl\
created by

PILOT SPECIAL:
Businessman's Luncheon 90c to $1.35

Phone 7

COLUMBIA

Set !hit and other glorioue diamond tr..turM
pric~d from ''00 to $5,000
'llsli us for your Frt!e

brochur~

''How to Select your [liamond''

WALTE
151 King St. W.

D•.51lll1 Gopyri(litl

CREDIT JEWELLERS
LIMITED
Phone 7 44 -4444

Kitchener

Stores in Galt. Gue1r>h, St. Catharines. Brantford
and Kitohener

WA CLEA ERS
HIRT LAUNDERERS
Corner King and University

10% Student Discount

. . . the nearest cleaners to the University

Open

Dail~·

Sunda~·

8 to
10 till
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the shelf

The Bitter End
by 01' Koot

by Jim McDonald
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The Penkovskiy Papers, by Okg

Tataryn
II

g the label of bri
good time had
I bottlecl m~ self \Vii

worn with turqu01
ancl ski poles.

when

I

was 8

old.

'!'he Soviet Embassy's declantkn (Oncerning the volatile Penkmkiy Papers demonstrates the
us11eness of the Communi~t
1ncerity": "The publication of
The Penkovskiy Papers is to be
rt~arded as nothing but a premedil;lted act in the worst tradItions of the 'Cold War.' Such acllons cannot but damage the intmsts of the development of
lnendly relations between the
Amencans and the SoYiet peoplf~.·

Olcg Penkovskiy, a double
agent, has documented evidence
p:oving that the "Cold War" is
re;,lly very "hot", and that the
Communist hierarchy is using
t~··~ peace plea as a facade for
urreptitious international mantul'rring.
The book includes introductions and commentary by Frank
Gicncy ll'hich effectively suppl~
mrnts lhc actual work. He points
out that Penkovskiy's writing is
orly done because he was
,·orkmg under great strain tryg to get his facts to the West
nd at the same time trying to
1101d being caught by the secret pohce. This does not hurt the
work but instead adds to its fas.mation. Il is the courageous
J:Jil.mg of a doomed individual
in almost impossible circumstantes - a man who was willing
to chance death for freedom.

The importance of the inform
ation cannot be stressed too
much if one looks at the positions a man of comparable stature in the United States wouid
hold: "a vice president of the
Rand Corporation and member of
the President's advisory committee on science, a Ford Foundation consultant who was also in
charge of the State Department s
program for foreign visitors. He
would be a graduate of West
Point, the Command and General Staff School, and the Military War College, and a clo;;e
friend of the Air Force general
in charge of SAC. He would be
a division head in the CIA and
have wide acceptance in Democratic Party circles." It is incredible to think of the amount
of damage a man in this position could do. Penkovskiy, in
Russia, did it.
The whole spectrum of Soviet
activity in the world is examined
and explained. He exposes the
harsh living conditions in the
Soviet Union, the anti-Semitism
under Khrushchev, the untold
launchings of astronauts who
never came back, and the many
free-world artists and physicists
who sold out their country.
There are constant warnings
about the many deceptions of
Soviet espionage and subversion.
They operate under the guises of

~~»;;;;.,u

Penkovskiy
diplomacy, press, tourism, scientific exchanges, and trade. The
most obvious ruse in this respect is the practice of using the
United Nations as a front. Penkovskiy realizes: "But even the
ordinary American, untutored in
intelligence,
will
understand
what we conceal under the winJ
of the United Nations."
It is most noticeable though,
that the dominant motivating
forces in the Soviet Union are
sacrifice and fear. Penkovskiy, a
man of independent thought
even against tremendous odds,
acted as he did and wrote his
papers with the conviction that
those two forces must be stopped in order to liberate all people . It is through fear that people
continue to sacrifice and will
continue unless they act as in·
dividuals and not as the "collective."
Penkovskiy
questions:
"Where are we going? What are
we building? Why are we living
for someone else and for tomorrow rather than for ourselves
and today?"
Why do people accept the
Soviet creed of collectivism and
sacrifice with only mild apprehension? "Because", Penkovskiy
says disgustedly, "we operate
everywhere making our provocations while we scream in public
about 'peaceful co-existence!''
People believe the screams.

at the flicks
by Vic Sl•ter

Marat /Sade

,ORROW

FECTIONERY

ty Billiar,
cademy
Univer
King

The Royal Shakespeare Company cast gives seemingl31 effortless individual interpretations of
madness in Peter Brook's motion
ptrture, The Persecution and Assmination of Jean-Paul Marat as
performed by the Inmates of the
Asylum of Charenton Under the
Direction of the Marquis de Sade.
As the title states, the dramatic
urder of French Revolutionary
leader ~larat, who was stabbed in
h1s bath by a young girl, Charlotte Corday, is enacted by the
nmJtes of an asylum which
tsted in France in Marat's lifetime Imprisoned there, de Sade
rg;,nized entertainments with
'her pal!ents. To couple these
o nistorical facts was the idea
bl>h:nd the story.
,(any kinds of insanity are reented in the characterizans: paranoia, cretinism, obsesn ;m, deiusionism, catatonic
t.te>, schizophrenic and manic
tes. They are well represented.
The smister atmosphere of the
drr asylum - the grills, strait.t~<.els and soiled white socks,
.\tasls harshly with the very
ulate conflict between The
rq•Hs de Sade, played by Pat\lagee, and the French Reut or.Jry firebt;and, Jean-Paul
.t. played by Ian Richardson.
rle Sade's philosophy comes
amattcally to light as he altere•y sulks, directs and speaks.
JYS that without death there
no Ue We all must be cast
n the manure pile, he says, so
t new hfc can spring forth.
In defense of his sadism he
mts out that Nature would
nd by coldly while every hun b~ing on earth was desyrd. He says he always hated
ature for this so he attached
~•t passion to death. No man,
ays, should die coldly but
ould go in a flurry of passion
d pleasure. Any takers?
In other words: "Don't stop
n :f I tell you to."
The play attacks the whole proof life. It attacks every inuhon, organization or position
•ts turn. One of their songs
rates. The whole text of the
ng ts; ''Who wants a revolution,
hout copulation." (They have

a point there, I guess).
Christianity gets chopped too,
symbolically as well as verbally.
Symbolically the inmates are
bound by a rope to the bars of
the room as they fall to the floor
and moan at the audience. The
audience is then told that these
people are reduced to this situation by the image of Christ on
the cross. At this point the Director of the asylum intervenes
and insists that the play cannot
continue unless this part is removed from the script. How's
that grab ya?

Cinemagraphically
we
are
treated to some pretty wild stuff.
The film at times is so overexposed that all we see are the eyes
of the people and the outline of
their features. Filters are used
to erase all colour except green
and red, thus giving a weird pastel dream atmosphere.
An unexpected treat was the
music. A chorus of four gives
us a running commentary much
like in Greek .plays. But the
music is catchy and as I left the
theatre I too, was singing: "We
want the revolution, NOW!"

If you're concerned about doing something to advance the cause of humanity,
you havesomethingincommonwith IBM .
Don't misunderstand us. IBM
isn't an internationql charitable
foundation. It just so happens
that the nature of our business
allows us to make meaningful
contributions to mankind.
Example: IBM and the
Canadian Government recently
undertook a project named
"Canada Land Inventory".

.;.·«o~'WY.t.~

Release and turn and the rustle
comes
Repeating the steps that walk
away
To repeat the steps but never
say goodbye.
Well this is the last column
01' Koot's going to write for
the Cord. As with most things
it was good to try to do some·
thing to make someone or something better. It was a good try.
It has made me stronger personally and I find it sad to think
about people who don't try for
fear they will fail.
As far as the little hopes I
had for this column go, they
have been for the most part
disappointed. It has failed quite
uncategorically. It's changed no
one but myself.
I've learned some interesting
things though that I used to wonder about. The big thing that was
really confirmed in my mind was
the fact that you can't tell anyone anything they don't agree
with already. That may sound
rather cynical but you try it
sometime. Try to be didactic and
tell people what's good for them.
You'll find that they only learn
what they want to learn. And
most people don't like being told
something opposed to what they
are. Man is a rationalizing ani·
mal, before anything else, and
people in college are better at
it than anyone.
The positive thing that I've
learned is that you can't reach
someone without letting them be

a part of what you want them
to see. And that's art plain and
simple. You only reach people
when you let them do so~e oi
the work of reaching for themselves. Creative writing is a
.frame a person can hold as he
moves through the realities oi
his own personality. Good writing pulls you up by your own
hair, and lets you see yourse)f
as you are. So there it is, straigM
philosophising has only a tenoous hold on people and literature
holds an image before them that
they cannot deny.
So I learned that the way J
wrote this column was the wrong
way, that ten or twelve inches
anywhere is not enough room to
make prose really work.
This is the last column mainly for the reasons I've just point·
ed out. Anything more I would
write would have little effec
than swelling my own ego. And
everyone knows it needs little
more of that.
For the past few months tbe
Cord has been home. And aH
the people and the things that
happened there are memories l
won't forget for a long time. I
would like to mention a few
things but I am prone to be melo·
dramatic so I had better not. ~
everyone on the staff I can only
offer my gratitude for many fine
moments, even to those lunatics
in the photo department. And all
I can say to the rest of you who
don't do much around the school
is that you should try it. lt1s
worth it.

JESSOP'S cieanSrs
KITCHENER /WATERLOO

LIMITED

Kitchener

Ontario & Duke Sts.

Waterloo

Waterloo Square

inKs so.

The results of this joint project, de·
signed to determine the maximum uti·
lization of land area, may go a long way
towards solving the problem of world
starvation. That's the kind of work the
idealists at IBM undertake.
.Does your definition of an idealist
coincide with that of IBM? If so, talk
to your Placement Officer-make
it a point to see the IBM
representative on
campus. Ask a lot of
questions. Or, write to:

Manager of Placement
and Personnel,
IBM Company Limited,
1150 Eglinton Ave. E.
Don Mills, Ontario.
You might do us both
some good.

IBM
~~---M~c_,.l...,IK

WHATEVER YOUR IMMEDIATE COMMITMENTS, WHATEVER YOUR AREA OF STUDY, SIGN UP NOW
FOR AN ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW WITH IBM~ FEBRUARY Stb AND 6th.
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Need more fans to games

Hawks bow to

ey

I

then upset Warriors

By BRIAN CRAWFORD
Golden Hawks on Saturday, as
On Thursday night, the Luth- they dumped the boys from up
eran Hockey Hawks dropped a the street 6-5 in a game at the
3-1 decision to York University Kitchener Memorial A uditorium.
in a OIAA game played at the
In the first period. the WarKitchener Memorial A uditorium. riors started as if their press
The Hawks appeared disorganiz- clippings were going to win the
ed and their skating and check- game for them. As a result the
ing was below par, York, on the Hawks took a 1-0 lead on a goal
other hand were going all out.
by Ian Lightfoot.
York opened the scoring in the
In the middle stanza . the Warfirst period when Pollard beat riors began to realize they were
Ken Payne with a close-in shot. in a hockey game and tied the
John MacDonald got that one ~core in a goal by Cooke. The
back before the period ended and Hawks were not to be outdone
but for some fine work by Payne however as they took a 5-l leao.
in the Lutherjln net, the Wi.ndi.- with tour goals in less than four
goes would have had a couple minutes. Scoring for the Hawks
more markers.
were .Tolln O'Flaherty with two,
In the second period, .McBryde Bob Seager and Jim Arnott.
scored twice to give York a 3-1 Murdock cut the lead to 5-2 belead. The Hawks came out skat- fore the period ended as he
ing in the third period but could beat Payne with a screen shot.
not overcome the 3-1 deficit and
In the final period, the WarYork was able to hang on for riors realized they were in a
the win.
game and came out flying. They
The loss leaves the Hawks with seemed to catch the Hawks napa 5-3 won lost record in league ping and tied the score by the
play. As there are only four half-way mark of the period on
league games remammg, the goals by McKegney, Romashina
Hawks are going to have to win and Bacon.
them all in order to finish near
The ·.varriors continued to
the top.
press and only some fine work
by Ken Payne, who was at times
U of Waterloo Warriors are
spectacular, kept them from adranked number two in the na- ding to their total. Then with
tion in college hockey. Appar- less than four minutes to play,
ently someone failed to mention Frank Braithwaite beat Copethis to the Waterloo Lutheran land with a close in shot to give

Coach TED MA KI

..

"'

the Hawks a 6-5 lead and win.
The Warriors realizing the clock
was r unning out, pulled t heir
goalie and kept pr essure on the
Hawks. Ken Payne had to be
very sharp to preserve the win
for the Hawks as several times
he stopped point blank shots in
the dying moments of the contest.
The Hawks were shorth anded
for this contest, having only three
defencemen dressed. but the
three Ji.m Arnott. John MacDonald and Ken Seiling broke up
many of the Warrior rushes with
some fine checks and blocked
shots. Ken Payne, the Hawk
goaler was a standout stopping
all but five of the thirty-silc
shots directed at him. Copeland
at the other end stopped nine
of the fifteen shots by the Hawks.
Coach Maki was very pleased
with the win and felt that this
should give the Hawks the lift
th"y need after dropping two
in a row in league action.
Next action for the Hawks is
on Sat. Jan. 27 at 2:00 p.m.
when the Hawks host the Laurentian University Voyageurs at
the Kitchener Memorial Auditorium. The Hawks will be out to
avenge the 6-3 setback at the
hands of these same Voyageurs
two weeks ago in Sudbury.

Hawks need your sup~ort

l.l
}\.' .
•.

BARRY IRWIN • Wing
Freshman • London

, , •a•
r.t. ~

<

.- - - -

JE FF NOBES - Defe nce
Senior • Weston

The Hockey Hawks need your support to win on Saturday
against the Laurentian Voyageurs.
Coach Ted Maki felt that one of the big reasons the Hawks
haven't done well this year is the poor fan support at horne.
" When we beat U of W last week we had at least a few
f ans out and believe me it made a big d ifference to the boys.
They need to feel that they are part of the school. They
aren't getting anything o ut of the school for playing so they
deserve at least some st udent s upport.''
The Hawks have some fine young talent playing for them
this year.
Maki singled out Ian Lightfoot, a centre fi'Om London, and
Jim Arnott, a Toronto boy, as his outstanding frosh. "Ken
Payne has been sensational in goal for us and Peanuts O'Flahrety, when he has played, has been tremendous." Maki also
mentioned that the defensive corps had played well. Boh
McMullen. Jim Seiling, Jim Arnott and John MacDonald form
the blue line corps.
Maki feels that the Hawks can take Laurentian if they can
skate with the Sudbury boys.
"They are a fast, well-coached team, and remember, they
haven't lost a league game in four years. Jack Porter, their
coach, recruits and gets them a lot of ice time."
Laurentian is located in good hockey country in Sudbury
and with lower academic standards can let in some margin11l
cases to play hockey.
Laurentian has four U.S. college transfers (that's a switch)
-playing for them. All of them were on scholarship in the
States so they have to be good.
Busses will be provided to the Kitchener Auditorium by
the Lettermen's club, so keep an eye on the Athletic Bulletin
Board outside lEl.
Support Your Hawks!

Take O ut
C orner

!~tt
......
JOHN

Frames in Latest
De. igns and Styles
- Sunglasses
Duplications --

I

W. E. DAVIES
Your Guild Optician
King-

St. E., Kitchen

11:·:. ;-..;·..

PETE MINERSON • Centre
Senior· Toronto

BARRY BYSPALKO • Defence
Freshman • St. Kitts

KEN PAYNE • Guard
Senior • Elmira

576-2810
Sophomore • London
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etball Haw s ow Os
fourth
me in a row last Friby thumping the Os1! 011ls 85-62 and the

the next night. The Owls rallied
gamely but the Hawks had little
trouble preserving their lead.
Dave Baird was the leading scorer for the game with 18 points
followed by Bob Bain and Pete
Misikowetz with 16 each.

•
ad 11 as a little shaky
•nning of both games
ttlcd down and playba.<kctball to extend
streak to five.

ks found themselves

.n £tde of a 27-21 score
through the first half
~oode, which is an
position at any
cemed all the worse
tl.> unfamiliarity to
as league play is cone strong fight put
by the future advo·
to no arail, however,
received a suspended
om the Hawks - that
:e hung. By the time
time clock sounded
!.!lle abatement of pro.~, Hawks had recoverthem 18-1 and

nd half saw the Hawks
·o dominate the game
kept the pressure on
final minutes when,
85-45, Coach Lockhis first string a rest
for the big game

*

•

Then on Saturday night, the
Hawks humbled the Varsity
Blues. In the first 5 minutes o£
the game, the great guard combination of Bruce Dempster and
Mark While monopolized the ball
but actually put few points on
the board and were unable to
get an early jump on the Hawks
who were taking their usual period of time to realize the game
had begun. A good press soon
changed the complexion of the
game since the Blues couldn't
react and the Hawks made sev·
eral steals. This sudden success
seemed to help jell the local
team.
Much of the U of T's punch
was lost when their big man Mike
Kirby was forced to leave the
game about the 12 minute mark
because of an ankle injury. He
had been their only effective forward up to that point and the
Blues noticeably deteriorated after he hobbled off the court. The
Hawks then shot out in front by
19 points with 9 minutes remaining in the first stanza. The game
was moved by an excessive number of fouls and Lockhart chose

'68 CHARGER
WHAT A GREAT WAY TO CATCH

0ot;/qfL }JllJfl!L
CHARGER!
Its waiting for you
at

£NOELL MOTORS

742-3514

f1£N eo~'""

fS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE

Under LCBO

Recently Renovated

Take Out Orders and Reservations

Phone: 7 42-4488, 7 42-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road

I orders given

Outstanding
Selection

pt attention)

DISCOUNT ON
OFF LIST PRICE

in Latest
and Styles

The Blues continued their
splurge when the hostilities had
renewed by rocking up 8 unanswered points and it was a
bit tense for a moment as the
Hawks lead had dwindled to 5
points. They soon rallied, howevel', and by mid-point of the
second half were leading by a
healthy 77-63 margin.
The Hawks completely dominated the Iinal five minutes and
ran the .score up to 108 although
playing primarily defensively.
The main reason for this was the
fact that Dempster left the game
via the foul-out rout with 6:48
remaining and was soon followed
by the rest of the starting five.
The Hawks took advantage of all
these fouls and hit for 32 of
their 39 chances for a very fine
82 % completion record.
The fact that the victory resulted from an all-out team ef·
fort is reflected by the even
split in the scoring. Dave Baird
was high man for the third game
in a row as he hit for 26 points.
Misikowetz, Bain, and Cuttiford
all finished with an 18-point total while Nixon had 16.

. .
"

CAPSULE COMMENTS:

Referees Kitch MacPherson
and Bert Canigan left the Blues
defenseless by forcing them to
t>lay the final 25 seconds without their right guard; only four
players had managed to stay un·.
der the foul limit . • . the fans
claim that "we're number one"
might not be too far from the
truth , • • the January poll of
coaches and sportswriters across
the nation placed the Hawks in
fourth spot behind Windsor, British Columbia, and Western .• ,
since the poll was taken, Wind·
sor (who is holding on to the
top spot on little more than
tradition) have been beaten by
the U of W Warriors and the
Hawks beat Western handily •••
UBC is always high in the ratings but their competition is dubious, and besides, a national poll
must have at least one team from
the West . . . the Junior Varsity
had little trouble beating the
K-W Newtex team 70-50 • • •
Blackie led the scoring with 20
points followed by Rod Radebenko with 18 and Dave Miller
with 11 ••• the Varsity Hawks
next outing is in Guelph tonight.
Tuesday is the date for a long
awaited showdown against our
cross-town rivals called the Warriors at Seagram Stadium.

Young Men's
CloUung

Waterloo I.G.A.

at

Leaver's Pieces & Stems

Mushrooms

Prices

10-oz. tin

J for $1.

Top Valu

Canned Pop

15 for $1.
Turkey Legs
t. E., Kitchener

179 King st. W.
Kitohener

de and Toronto

to let Norm Cuttiford sit out
the last few minutes of the half
when he approached dangerous- ·
ly near the limit. The Blues then
ran several plays down the mid·
dle and were able to stage a
slight rally just before the buzzer sounded with the score 52-39.

of

Popular

Elev~n

551

lb.

photo by Attki111

Misikowetz hits lor two against Toronto

r,.~,·
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As I S·ee It
by Rich Danziger

Sports Editor

rt..l';·

:if!!>Y:•Y.~'-'"a.•\'

"I remember when I was the first white man to race
at the Texas Southern Relays. There were 40,000 ne•
groes chanting "get that white boy" ••• you want to
believe that I was running scared. I won though an<l.
had to leave the stadium under police escort..•."
Talking to Hylke VanderWal one gets the impression
that he has experienced all that there is to experience
in the world of track and field athletics. Hylke is the
present Canadian steeplechase champion and a Masters
student at WLU. He has held the Canadian steeplechase
championship off and on for the past nine years.
Hylke was born in the Netherlands and moved +o
Canada with his parents at an early age. His parente
still live in Hamilton where they originally settled.
After graduating from high school Van der Wal attended East Texas State College and Nebraska State
College on an athletic scholarship. While at East Te~s
State Hylke had Lyndon Baines Johnson as a visiting
l€cturer in history,
"He was terrible but I notice his style has improved
lately."
Among his accomplishments Van der Wal holds tli~
world's indoor steeplechase record, he is a hiple winner
of the Kansas relays, AA U athlete of the year for the
Midwestern zone in 1962 and the Canadian steeplechase
record.
Hylke gained a degree of fame by hitch-hiking to his
races no matter how far from his base of operation. "I
saved money that wa,y and met a lot of people who
offered me jobs so it paid off in many ways."
Reflecting on the Canadian track and field situati0n
Hylke stated that Canada was sending only 18 track and
field athletes to the Olympic games. When one con~ id
ers that the U.S. probably sends 400 or so athletes it's a
small wonder that Canada does so poorly at the Olympics.
"The high altitude at Mexico City will hurt the distance and endurance event athletes but the sprinters and
the discus and javelin throwers will break all sorts of
records. Everyone is training at high altitudes even
though the Olympic committee has banned snecific training at high altitudes so adjustment to the altitude won't
be too difficult.
Hylke praised coach Dave Knight ior his help in establishing the embryonic WLU track and field program.
Next year promises to see a stronger WLU track team
under Van der Wal's coaching.

*

*

*

Does WLU recruit? Yes and we do a good job of it.
Coach Dave Knight outlined his program of recruiting
in a blief interview.
"Basically we contact coaches at high schools across
Ontario and find out about their good athletes. We the
write them letters inviting the coach and the athle'i:·e up
to WLU to look over the system we have.
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

'

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

1

2

3

FEB. 1

FEB. 2

FEB. 3

Hockey: Ryerson at WLU

Basketball: Ryerson at WLU
Ground Hog Day

Basketballt St. John Fisher at
WLU

.

;:.

4

5

FEB. 4

FEB. 5

SUBOG film ''The Pumpkin
Eater"' 1E1 - 8 p.m.
ON CAMPLS rad10 show-CHYM
1490 - 11:10 p.m.

Car Club meeting and movie 2C8- 7:30p.m. - 25e

9

10

FEB. 8
Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic Women's Residence - all day
and evening
Treasure Hunt- Women's Parking Lot - 7:30 p.m.
"My Fair Lady" - TA - 8:30
p.m .

FEB. 9
"My Fair Lady" - TA - 8:30
p.m.
Sports Tournament: WLU at York

FEB. 10

14

15

16

FEB. 14

FEB. 15

FEB. 16

FEB. 17

7

6

8

FEB. 6
Basketball: U. of Windsor at WLU

\
..

11

12

FEB. 11

FEB. 12-16

SUBOG movie: Road Runner cartoons - 1E1 - 7:30 & 9 p.m.
ON CAMPUS radio show-CHYM
1490 - 11:10 p.m.

WUS Share Campa1gn

18

19

FEB. 18

FEB. 19

Hockey: WLU at Lake Superior
State College

READING WEEK play dead!

13

20

Basketball: Osgoode at WLU
Valentine's Day

Hockey: Osgoode at WLU
Lecture by Dr. Edmund Burke,
New York Times correspondent
and expert on Communism TA - 8 p.m. - 75c

Internabonal Drama N1ght -lEl

Hockey: WLU at ·Lake· Superior
State College

21

22

23

24

'

.
26

27

FEB. 25

FEB. 26

FEB. 27

FEB. 29

Music Dept. guest lecturer, Norma
Beecroft - 3C15 - 2:30 p.m.
"The Composer's Craft in the
1960's"
WLU Choir- Annual Home Con·
cert - TA - 8:30 p.m.
Car Club meeting - 7:30 p.m.

Hockey: WLU at York

HAPPY LEAP YEAR!

ON CAMPUS rad1o show-CHYM
1490 - 11 :10 p.m.

FEB. 24

Basketball: WLU at Laurentian

sleep, ski,

25
1El -

17

'

I

SUBOG movie : "8%" 8 p.m.

FAMILY DAY on campus
"My Fair Lady" - TA - 8:30
p.m.
Sports Tournament: WLU at York

28

29
Watch for SOPH-FROSH WEEK·
END Feb. 29 - March 2, fea·
turing Ian and Sylv1a - 1\Iarch
1 - TA- 8 p.m.

.
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